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1. INTR~DLWIOK 
‘rn-o I1 x x matrices I?, B with elements in a field F which contains their 
characteristic roots {cu,}, {pi} are said to have the L-property (a concept 
introduced b!* Kac) if all matrices X4 + pB (A, p EF) have Xai + pfli as 
characteristic roots for a fixed ordering independent of h, p. They have been 
studied previously by &Iotzkin and Taussky [2]. 
If for all polynomials p(x,v) in the noncommuting variables x, J the 
polynomial ~(-4, B) has as characteristic roots ~(cI, , pi) then ++I, B are said to 
have the P-property (McCoy, see [2]). A n e q uivalent property is that r3, B 
can hc transformed to triangular form simultaneously bp a similarity. 
Recextly this author raised the question whether a group of matrices in 
which ever!- pair has the L-property is similar to a group of triangular 
matrices. ‘I’his was confirmed bv \Vales and Zassenhaus [4]. They USC 
group theoretic methods. Here, a matrix treatment is used to studs conditions 
on certain pairs of words in -3, B which are sufflcicnt to ensure that the 
additive commutator AR ~~ B9 is nilpotcnt. In particular AB, Bd4 arc 
assumed to have the L-property. The multiplicative commutator will then 
be unipotcnt. If the L-property is further assumed for every pair of cotn- 
mutators then the commutators generate a unipotent normal subgroup of 
the group generated by .,I, B. Such a group is known to be equivalent to an 
upper triangular group [I], [.5]. Both in [4] and here it is not assumed that 
the pairing of the roots 01~ , pi leads to an analogous pairing for the worcls 
used, but this property is deduced. 
In 3, a number of facts about this problem are derived, while in 2, some 
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general theorems concerning pairs A, H l\ith the I,-property arc given. 
Some of these had been found previousl!. in [Z] and some additional one’s arc 
derived hero. In 4, the problem is solv~‘d for some special casts. 
The proofs are of somehow computational nature. \Vhilc a more abstract 
tl-~atIn~i~t is desirahic, the ~o~n~)~ltati~)n~~l tr atnl~llt giws much insight into 
the structurr of the matrices. 
In what follows we assume that =I, B is a pair of R ;: n matrices with the 
I,-prop&y and that the pairing of the characteristic roots is .x, , /3, . ‘I’his 
pairing is invariant under simultaneous similarity transformation of .-I and B. 
It will hc assumed that one’ of the matrices, say A-I, is similar to a diagonal 
matrix. IVe may then assume that it is in fact the diagonal (zq ,..., x,,). In this 
case the pairing of the roots is explicitfx, displayed. For the f(~~lo~~-ir~~ tht.orcm 
hOIdS. 
THEOREM 2.2 [2], [4]. Ij’ .-I is mmsinyular then . -I- ‘B has as it!: c.har.act- 
eristic roots cx;-“pj , i =- I ,..., u. 
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Pwoj. In virtue of the L-property the determinant 
1 AA -+ B - (ha, - /$)I , 
vanishes identicallp. The coefIicient of X E -? in this polynomial is the expression 
f2,.). Here WC also USC the fact that bii =-- j3, . For r 2 and, e.g., i 7 1 
w’c obtain: 
z: I1 (% - 4 
i,. ig i+l.i,.i, 
i,,i;,-.l 
For r = PZ -- 1 and / = 1 
For Y = n, G = 1 
1 0, i f 1, iI i,-, ,..., . 
=x 0. 
3. &ME THEOREMS CONCERNING PAIRS OF \I'oRDS IS A, B 
WHICH ALSO HAVE 'I'HE L-PROPERTY 
We assume A, I? as in 2.3 and from now on nonsingular. 
Pwqf. The first statement follows by applying ‘Theorem 2.1 to .4 ‘, B 
instead of &4. R. The second statement follows then from Theorem 2.2. 
Remark. An immediate consequence of 3.2 is: if .A, BS is also a pair \\ith 
the L-property, then the pairing of their roots is iy, , /3,“. For, by 2.1 the root 
corresponding to cyi is pLZ + Cr , , b,,.l~,~ pi”. 
Proof of 3.2. LVc shall use Theorem 2.3 for I’ 2 for the matrix pairs -i, 
.-I”B, I, =m~ 1, 2 ,... . Uv Theorem 2.2 the characteristic roots of A”B are olirj3, . 
Here we also use the following fact: since .-1 is a diagonal of different elements, 
the pairing of the characteristic roots in the pair -4, .-1’B is still cyi , air/I, , since 
the latter elements form the diagonal of 4’8. Also the ordering is as in B. 
The other elements of A’13 arc h,,,~,“. LVhen we then apply Theorem 2.3, 
F -- 2, / I to the pairs =I, *-1’B, Y :- 0, I, 2 ,..., the coefficients cl,/, are not 
altered, but h,,,,15,~, is replaced by bliCh,,.i~lr~i, . r In this wav we obtain a svstcm 
of linear equations 
for the 17 ~- 1 quantities 11, i1,,G (01~ E)) O,,,.b,., The matrix of this system is 
a van der ;\Ionde for the elements ai:! ,,,., 01,~ (the factor 01~ being ignored). 
Since these elements are different, the van dcr Monde dots not vanish. In 
COnSeqllellCC 
ha/J,,, 0, IT I 
and likewise 
/I,,.6 ,;, 0, i /I 17. 
In consequence of 3.2 we ma>- replace the determinants Al,i,,rl in the case 
Y mm= 3, / ~: 1 of Theorem 2.3 by the sum of the two “3-cvcles” D&Jr,, , 
h,,b,,h,, . one of which is, however, zero because of Theorem 3.2. The fact 
that one is zero is generalized in the ncvt theorem. 
TIIEOKEM 3.3. We assume .-1, B as in Theorem 3.2. .&sume furtflev that for 
the matrix B all s-cycles bili2biaig ... t~i,~lib,Yil -~= 0, s 4 T ~- 1, i, + i!, , Then 
at most or/e r-cycle can be nonzero among tfre cycles involving a fixed set of indices. 
Proof. There is no loss in generality in assuming that 
M,, ... br.--1,7.t),.l + 0. 
This implies O,, = b,, = ... b,.-,,, :-= b,, = 0 by 3.2. We now show that 
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all bik = 0, i $ h, i, k =- I ,,.., Y, unless Iz = i + 1, or i = r, Fi = 1. There 
are two cases: 
(4. i > k: if b,, 3: 0, then the following cycle is also + 0: 
bi&+, ... b,-l,i 1 
This cycle involves i - 1 - k + 1 f 1 = i - k $ I factors; since i _ Y, 
k = I is excluded, i - k < Y - 2; hence the cycles needed are at most of 
length I - 1. 
(13). i C: li ;-c: i + 1: here WC use the cycle 
bh,,,, ..’ b,._l,,b,.,612 .‘. iijqi. 
This cycle is of length r--h-~-L-i-l+1 ==r-(k-ii).-/-] <r, 
since k - i >> I. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A, B be as in Theorems 3.2. IfalL lower d~~~e~si~~a~ cycles 
i8 R are zero then a/l (n - 1 )-cycles are zeiw. 
Proof, This follows from the relations (2,,,) for Y = n - l and Theorcm 3.3 
for Y = ~z -. I. L’se further the L-property for d, A’B. This gives a set of 
equations 
where in il WC only consider the sum of the z - 1 cycles, only one of which 
can be different from zero. The product ~CX,~CQ, ... 01~ containing n .- 1 
factors 31 is equal to (01~01~ ... an)/fxj withj # (: H&e, &‘may again employ 
the van der Monde treatment of the proof of Theorem 3.2, this time for the 
Ijq’s instead of the olj’s to show that all d~.it..,.,iV~-z 0 for any fixed !. 
‘I’momn~ 3.5. Let A, B be as in Theorem 3.2. If all I ower divumsiorlal qcles 
in R aye zero then all n-cycles are zero. 
PYOC$. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3. 
4. SPECIAL CASES 
Here we add to the conditions assumed in Theorem 3.2: the following 
pairs have the L-property 
-2, 3” 
*-13, BA. 
\Ye then obtain the following theorems. 
THEOK 4. I. For N 6 the commtator -413 ~~ B.-I is tlilpotent 
1&3tui~iz. It can h:q~pen to be more suitable to assume ttie L-property foi 
the pair B, =2 rHA than for the pair &-IH, B.,!. I<.g., ifB has all its characteristic 
roots equal then the pairing of the characteristic roots for- N, -1 ‘B-l is no 
problem: N ~~ . I ‘11.1 is then a nilpotei:t matrix and 11 I.-l ‘B.-I is unipotent. 
Alternatively, if L,lR has all its characteristic roots equal, then JR ~-~ /IA-1 is 
c&-l!- nilpotent under our L-propert\ asl;umptions, but the pairing of the 
characteristic roots for N, ~1 rH,J is not rihvious. 
l’roqf of 4. I. The commutator .-1 B ~ lI=I under our assumptions on ,A, I{ 
is the matrix 
CC’% at) h,,). 
For this matrix to he nilpotcnt it is clear1). sufkicnt to show that all principal 
minors arc zero and for this it is sriflicient to show that all r-cycles 
hliL “’ q,, 0, r --: 2 ,..., n. This is true for w : 6: 
71 = 2: obvious from Theorem 3.2. 
?I 3: this follows from Theorems 3.2, 3.5. 
t/ = 4: this follows from Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.5. 
I/ = 5: this follows from v = 2, 4, 5 from Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.5 after the 
case T 3 is cstahlished: 
Denote the sum of the two 3-qcles involving the indices i, k, j hy /<,,,.j . Ss 
pninted out carlicr, one of them vanishes h!; Theorem 3.2. Then keep i fixed, 
e.g., i 1, hut vary h, j over all possible values .A 1. Then use relations (2,) 
f err 3,f: I: 
, 5 , Cl,,, A,., ---z 0. 
. 
\\:e next replace the pair -4, B by il, --1’R as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and 
obtain the system 
c Cl,,,,(ala,+!j)~ E,ki -= 0. 
If all cqcz, , k, j ;~ I, are different then WC can apply the “van der Mondc 
treatment” used earlier to show that all R,,,, 0. If however, cq.g., 
c?$xi z~ t&J;, (3) 
then we can conclude that 
~1~,,,1:‘1?, + C,*,,,&, =z 0. 
\Ye then turn to the E,,(, , k, j + 2. Since E,,, : E,,, is contained among 
them we must have 
ml% %% (4) 
or E,,‘ ~~ 0. However, the relations (3) (4) . ale in contradiction with q /- 01~ . 
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I1 6: as in the prei-ious cases the r-wcles, r = 2, 5, 6, will vanish as a 
consequence of the theorems proved under 2. \‘i’c now study r - 3. .4s in the 
cast! 11 S we are prevented from using the “van der r\Iondc treatment” for 
the s!3terns of equation, 
2 (;;.~,iE~k.i L O, 
b.j/l 
and the resulting equations corresl~onding to the pair --I, AI‘R, r = I, -I,..., 
if two products :x~,D~~ , li ;‘- j, k, j f I, coincide. \Ve may take the specia1 case 
which contains the nonranishing term C&E,,, ; hence 
for some eicments k, j -# 1, 2, 3, and, because of the choices made earlier, 
WC are compeIIed to take 
cx$x,ol~ z.7 (Y$xjaG . (7) 
On the other hand, equation ~l~ol~iu~ =:: IY~CQCY~ can be used to obtain relations 
for the products CQO~~..O(~ and N~CQB( while CY~CI~CY~ -7: +CQE~ can be used to obtain 
relations for the products O+P+Y~ . The relations for the ~Y~“~,E? can be chosen in 
two different ways, either 
If WC take the first one then 
follows. Further 
follows as a consequence. Altogether the following set of relations emerge 
(the alternative choices lead to analogous sets): 
‘They lead to no contradiction with a( + aI; unless the characteristic of the 
field is 2. for the set 
satisfies the above relations and is the only set satisfying them, since ail 2 11; I
a.,2 =:= ol,;z, Q’l aj2 follows from the above relations. The relation 11~1 -2:p3 
implies that another pair of E,,,,‘s, namely E,,, , B,,, may not v-an&i. 
The only remaining pair ailxi , z %*@/c., 1with i’s and k’s I , \\-ould be 
However, it too does not come in question. For E,,, -.k 0 would imply that 
with k, L L 2, but we already know that 
and the only product with suffixes -ii: 2, 1, 5, 6 is 01~01~ which is equal to a,nj . 
Hence, under our choices the only possibly nonvanishing pairs Eij,( are 
I&:, , q,, ; E,,, ) I?,,, . 
-4 similar treatment holds for the other Eijrc , showing that the follovving sets 
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of two pairs are the only ones which wili lead to nonvanishing E’s under the 
assumption that E,,, + 0: 
If any of these 1:‘s were zero, then al1 would be. For, let, e.g., E,,, = 0; then 
both h,,b,l?,, and b,,b,,b,, =- 0. This implies that these 3-cycles involve an 
element h,,8, such that 6,, : h,, - ; 0. However, b,, in involved in Ex,, , b,, in 
.E14;, and b,, in &he which are all assumed nonzero. 
15’~ next go from the Bixi to the actual 3-c\;cIes b,,,B,,Oli or biCabi,&j!, one of 
which must vanish. Let us choose b&..b,, # 0 so that b,, =:= & == it,, :-: 0. 
It can then be shown that this tises the choice for all other nonvanishing pairs 
of 3-CV&S so that: 
Since, 1~~ assumption -4, B” arc a pair with property& only the same ESkj are 
possibly --: 0 for B2 are as for B. We have therefore to study the elements b{E) 
of H” and distinguish the following two cases: 
I. j~)j~~j(?) L=- 0 21 ic,i 31 if 6f$&j, = 0; 
II. j(?~j~?)j(~) --_ () Xr L, ik -- if b$&bj< = 0. 
As for B, the none-anisIlin~ of any of the pertinent 3-cycles determines Ihe 
possible nonvanishing 3-cycles in all other EiiLj’s. 
I. Here MY have the equation 
After multiplication with the nonvanishing Oi, this gives 
F ‘,“:$ I I:‘,,$ 0. 
But to this equation the van der lLIondc treatment of 3.2 can be applied 1~~ 
using the L-property for Af, AB. Since CC:% ,J- CQ this gives EI.,,, I:‘,,, 0, 
and, hence, all the E’s vanish. 
II. Here we begin by observing that in the pairs 
4,; 1 43 ; 4, , ba:! ; b:,, , b,,, (14) 
one element must vanish. Further, each of the vanishing elements I$’ is of 
a form analogous to 
Here the last two terms contain tu-o elements from (14) from different pairs. 
So do all the other relevant bjf’. If both of these arc zero and this does happen 
under any combination of the possible values in (l4), then WY can conclude 
that the corresponding j3, $ p,, 0. \Ve then replace the pair .-1, n by the 
pair -*I, *-1R and note that .-ID does have zero entries at exactly the san1c places 
as B. Hence, the matrix (;-1B)’ will either come under Case 1 or it will lead 
to the relation 
This combined with /3, 4~ p,: : 0 implies U; LX,; which is a contradiction. 
IVc are left with the study of the 4-cycles. They arc in a dual situation 
to the 3-cycles. First of all, because of (ii,) = (i), tl iere arc as many 4-q&s 
‘Jl,,b,,i:,h,:ii,h,,,~ as there arc 3-cycles Oljih,,,,jiZIl . Further, when appl+g the 
“yan der Monde treatment” of 3.2 to (3& n 6, / I \vt’ have to \?ratch 
out for coinciding products i~,x,,~l~, . Hut this product is equal to rl Y, ‘X,CY, 
Y, s + 1, k, r, t. Hence wc are again concerned only with products of two I~‘s 
and these have been fixed under (10). Thus for / := I, only the four follo\ving 
combinations come in question: 
I, 4, $6; I, 2,3,6 and I, 3, 5, 6; 1, 2, 4, 6. 
From the vanishing of all 3-cycles it follows that in each 3-c!-clc h,,,h,,,h,,, at 
least one factor and its “transpose” \-anish simultaneously. It follows by 
inspection that all the above 4-cycles must vanish. 
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'THEOREM 4.2. Let A, B he two 3 x 3 matrices, zoith property L and 
characteristic roots 01~ paived zdh pi . lt is further assumed that the follozci?lg 
pairs have the L-property: 
AU, B-J: 
A, I?. 
It then follozcs that dB - BA is nilpotent. 
Proof. The case where 01~ # 01~ , i =k k is already covered by Theorem 4.1. 
TVe may assume that neither A nor B have a characteristic root of multi- 
plicity 3. For, otherwise the theorem would be trivial. We thus assume that A 
has at most a double root and that it is in Jordan canonical form. 1%‘~ have 
then the cases: 
I I 
@l 
I. J =1 011 a1 =,L 013 . 
% 
[ 1 a1 1 II. 9 = a1 011 # 013 . n3 
I. By 2.1 we know that in the case o(~ = 01~ 
W,, + b,,b,, = 0. 
The commutator .4B - B,4 is hence equal to 
i 
0 0 (a1 - a31 bl3 
0 (011 - 4 b,, . 
(a3 - 4 b,, (~3 -o4b,, 0 1 
The trace and the determinant of this matrix are clearly zero. The sum of the 
2-dimensional minors is also zero because of the above relation and r1 := aca .
Hence AB - BA is nilpotent. 
II. We use the fact that 
I 
& + b,, X + b,, b,, 
AA -1 B = b,, Xoll -I b,, b,, 
b 31 b 32 Xa, A- bSn 1 
has the characteristic root hoi, + & for all values of A. Hence the following 
determinant vanishes for all A: 
b,, - PI X + 4, b 13 
b 21 b,, - Pl b 23 
b 31 b 32 A(a3 - 4 + 63, -P1 
4SI /20/z-6 
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Hence the coefficients of h and of X” vanish. The coefficient of X’ is: 
(01~ - 01~) b,, , hence 
IL1 _ 0. (16) 
The coefficient of X is: 
The same equation holds for /3> , but b,, = /3a . We nest show that 
b,,bSl --- 0. (17) 
For this we use the fact that L4, B2 are a pair with the L-property. Again, the 
element in the (2,l) position of B2 is 0, but this is h,,b,, . Hence /3r , /3, are the 
characteristic roots of (“;I i;;) so that PI II,, , p2 = b,, . 
We nest shon 
B,,b,, -L b,,b,, - 0. (18) 
This follows from the fact that the two following pol!;nomials must coincide: 
/ b,, ~- x 
( 0 
II,, - s b,, b. 
0 b,, - x b;: 
b 31 b 32 b,, - .I+ /’ 
Comparing the coefficients of s gives (18). 
Finally compute 
i 
0 hz - bn (a~ - 4 6,s -I- b,, 
AB --- BA = 
(a:, -‘4 4, -4, f (y”, - 4 b:x 
(~1 - 4 b,, . 
0 I 
This matrix has trace 0, the sum of its 2-dimensional principal minors is 0 
because of (16), (17), (18). The determinant is also 0. 
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